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Abraham Lincoln, the 16th President of the United States, is widely regarded as
one of the greatest leaders in American history. His towering achievements,
unrivaled oratory skills, and steadfast commitment to the preservation of the
Union during one of its darkest times have etched his name in the annals of time.
Yet, beyond his political career, Lincoln's life and writings offer a treasure trove of
insights into the mind of this remarkable man.



The Modern Library Classics edition of Abraham Lincoln's works stands as a
magnum opus, allowing readers to dive deep into the intellectual depths of this
influential figure. With its meticulously curated collection of his speeches, letters,
and other writings, it invites both scholars and enthusiasts alike to embark on a
captivating journey through history.
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The Path to Greatness

Abraham Lincoln's life was one of immense hardship, perseverance, and
personal growth. Born on February 12, 1809, in a one-room log cabin in
Kentucky, he faced numerous challenges from an early age. Growing up in abject
poverty, Lincoln's thirst for knowledge and his unwavering determination set him
on a path, which would ultimately lead to the highest office in the land.

As you embark on the pages of the Modern Library Classics edition, you'll gain
valuable insights into Lincoln's intellectual evolution. From his humble beginnings
in rural America to his transformation into a prominent lawyer and politician, each
chapter of his life unfolds with eloquence and depth.

Above Words: The Eloquence of Lincoln's Speeches

Lincoln's speeches are legendary, standing as masterpieces of oratory that
continue to inspire people around the world. The Modern Library Classics edition
encapsulates these iconic speeches, such as the Gettysburg Address and the
Second Inaugural Address, which have become a testament to the power of
words.
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His speeches not only rallied the nation during the Civil War but also redefined
the course of American history. They speak of unity, justice, and human rights in a
manner that transcends time, making them relevant even in the modern era. The
Modern Library Classics brings these defining moments of Lincoln's presidency
alive, offering readers the chance to immerse themselves in the power of his
words.

The Personal Correspondence: A Window into Lincoln's Soul

Beyond the grandeur of his speeches, Lincoln's collection of personal
correspondence is equally mesmerizing. His letters to family, friends, and political
allies paint a vivid picture of the man behind the President. They reflect his
personal struggles, doubts, and hopes for a better future.

Through these letters, readers glimpse Lincoln's capacity for empathy,
compassion, and his relentless pursuit of justice. The Modern Library Classics
edition serves as a portal into Lincoln's world, allowing us to witness the depth of
his emotions and the profound impact he had on those around him.

A Lasting Legacy

While Abraham Lincoln's life was tragically cut short, his legacy endures to this
day. From his steadfast commitment to the abolition of slavery to the preservation
of the Union, his influence shaped the trajectory of the United States.

Moreover, Lincoln's writings continue to inspire and enlighten generations,
resonating with readers who seek wisdom, courage, and guidance. The Modern
Library Classics edition ensures that his words are not lost to the annals of
history. It serves as a testament to the enduring power of literature and the
profound impact one man can have on the world.



The Life and Writings of Abraham Lincoln Modern Library Classics edition offers a
unique opportunity to explore the remarkable journey and intellectual musings of
one of America's greatest leaders. From his humble beginnings to his enduring
legacy, Lincoln's life serves as a beacon of hope, reminding us of the power of
determination, compassion, and justice.

Immerse yourself in the life and writings of Abraham Lincoln Modern Library
Classics, and embark on a transformative journey that captures the essence of a
nation and the indomitable spirit of its people.
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Abraham Lincoln, the greatest of all American presidents, left us a vast legacy of
writings, some of which are among the most famous in our history. Lincoln was a
marvelous writer—from the humblest letter to his great speeches, including his
inaugural addresses, the Emancipation Proclamation, and the Gettysburg
Address. His sentences were so memorably crafted that many resonate across
the years. "Fourscore and seven years ago," begins the Gettysburg Address, "our
fathers brought forth on this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty, and
dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal."
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In 1940, the prolific author and historian Philip Van Doren Stern produced this
volume as a guide to Lincoln's life through his writings. Stern's "Life of Abraham
Lincoln" is a full biography of the man and includes a detailed chronology. Stern
has collected all the essential texts of Lincoln's public life, from his first public
address—a stump speech in New Salem, Illinois, in 1832 for an election he went
on to lose—to his last piece of public writing, a pass to a congressman who was
to visit the president the day after Lincoln went to Ford's Theater on April 14,
1865. Some 275 such documents are collected and placed in their historical
context. Together with the "Life" and the , "Lincoln in His Writings," by noted
historian Allan Nevins, they give a full and vivid picture of Abraham Lincoln.
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